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Kinuko Y. Craft

We are thrilled to present the "Visions of Beauty 
Majestic Collection," a stunning  series of precious 
paintings by the renowned artist Kinuko Y. Craft. 
These rare and exceptional images are majestic in 
size, capturing the intricate detail of Kinuko's work 
with exquisite perfection. 

She is a true master of her craft, known for her unyielding 

pursuit of beauty and her deep understanding of art history. 

Through painting, she was able to explore the abstract and 

elusive concept of beauty throughout her career. Her paintings 

transport viewers to a world of imagination and fantasy, filled 

with jewel-like colors and dream-like figures.

She has earned the title of "New Old Masters," who are the 

"Old Masters" of our time. She is a highly skilled master with 

undeniable individuality and unrivaled techniques, who 

has dedicated her life to art. Kinuko Y. Craft’s name belongs 

alongside our Old Masters, the likes of Leonardo da Vinci, 

Michelangelo and Rembrandt. Bring home Kinuko’s "Visions of 

Beauty Majestic Collection" and be inspired.

The 
Visions of Beauty  
  Majestic Collection
created for your home

"Through Kinuko's fine art, we go on an 

adventure of the mind, heart, and soul. I never 

tire of exploring her scenes with their luminous 

central figures, and opportunities to revel in the 

unexpected, hidden figures which surround them. 

Symbols of power, rage, love, fear, spiritualism, 

and beyond await the lucky observer.”

Emily Cooper

Briar Rose Sleeping Beauty
33.5 “ x 55”  Majestic Collection on Canvas



Goddess 
of the Universe

72” x 60” 

Majestic Collection

on Canvas

“I feel that I can get lost in any one of her paintings, 
letting my eyes wander across the textures and 

the botanical beauty of the magical realms. 
Like the stories of a traveler who has wandered 

inadvertently into the faerie realms, time stills 
while inhabiting the space that her mind 

and hand and brush have created.”

Stephanie Law



Aida
72 x 56.5” Majestic Collection on Canvas



Mysterious Garden 
72" x 56" Majestic Collection on Canvas



Pandora
72” x 49” Majestic Collection on Canvas



Sweet Helen
72” x  60 “ Majestic Collection on Canvas

Sweet Helen
Original Painting 24”x 28 “  [ Sold ]

The Visions of Beauty Majestic 

Collection is professionally framed 

and features a beautiful classic Italian 

wooden gold frame.

Majestic Perfection
DreamWorld Art is pioneering a Majestic Collection, creating truly awe-inspiring 

artwork from small originals, transforming them into magnificent perfection of 

72 inches without sacrificing details. 

Each piece in the Majestic Collection has every fine line and every delicate 

brushstroke. To the naked eye, our artworks are virtually indistinguishable from 

the originals. Using archival inks in the highest possible resolution and on 420-

gram canvas, it is truly museum-worthy for your home.

DreamWorld Art Exclusive
This Majestic Collection is only available exclusively from DreamWorld Art. Bring 

it home with peace of mind, with each carrying a certificate of authenticity and a 

special QR code, verifying its exclusivity and authenticity.

"Viewing Kinuko Craft's art is like catching a 

falling star. Across her canvas are visions of 

other worlds glittering between your fingertips 

where incandescent forms of myth and mystery 

unfurl and veil themselves with every glance.”

Savannah Ewing



Enjoy Visions of Beauty 

Now in a beautiful coffee table book. With 

over 300 incredible paintings and drawings 

presented in 294 pages. This hardbound 

book is true extravagance with gold bound 

edges. Available on our website with the 

Majestic Collection at DreamWorldArt.com

We look forward to sharing our passion for the art of renown artist 
Kinuko Y Craft with her incredible Visions of Beauty Majestic Collection.

www.dreamworldart.com |     kinukoycraft_official

Contact: Dianne Borsini-Burr | dianne@dreamworldart.com | +1 650-302-2049


